
Some weeks it is hard to find a story that is worthy of sharing and some weeks I have

so many that I don’t know which one to choose from. This week has been busy in so

many ways. We began our Soroka Marathon event tour in Florida and then Los

Angeles which were both glorious successes. A war is still raging in Ukraine. There

has been a wave of terrorist attacks in Israel, yet we must stay optimistic. Spring has

arrived, Passover is around the corner, we are looking forward to upcoming events

and spreading the word about Soroka and gaining new friendships.

SOROKA SORIEÉ IN BEVERLY HILLS
We partied it up in Los Angeles. Our wonderful

hosts, Iris & Mickey Dardashti opened their

home to a sumptuous dinner & entertainment

and everyone had a great time. We were

serenaded by Liyah Bey Lapidot and

entertained by our special guest, mentalist Eran

Biderman.

ARCHAEOLOGIST FIND OLDEST HEBREW TEXT
Archaeologist, Dr. Scott Stripling, claims he has

discovered the earliest proto-alphabetic Hebrew

text including the name of God “YHWH”. If

verified, this tiny, 2-centimeter x 2 centimeter

folded-lead “curse tablet” may be one of the

greatest archaeological discoveries ever.  (Circa

1200 BCE)

ISRAEL IN UKRAINE
An Israeli startup that has developed the first

remote gynecological imaging platform for life-

saving cervical exams is bringing its devices to

women in Ukraine.  “Technology today is

overlapping, so you can shift usage from one

industry to another” says Ran Poliakine. This

technology comes from the defense industry.
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SOROKA SALON IN MIAMI 
Thank you to our amazing hosts, Pedro &

Iracilda, and everyone who worked on the

beautiful event in Florida. It was a great success

and generated a lot of enthusiasm, new friends

and good will. We have started the ball rolling!


